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Total addressed 
letters volumes 

continued to decline 
in 2016, falling by 

4% between 2015 
and 2016 to 11.8 

billion items. 

This decline reflects not only 
ongoing substitution away 
from letters to electronic 
communications, but also significant 
declines in advertising mail volumes 
in the past year, reported to be as 
a result of business uncertainty.1 
Access mail volumes (i.e. mail from 
operators who pay Royal Mail for 
final delivery to the end customer) 
continued to grow as a proportion 
of total letter mail volumes in 
2016, reaching 60% of the total 
(up from 57% in 2015). Letters 
delivered by operators other than 
Royal Mail amounted to 0.1% of 
total volumes, a total of 16 million 
items (down from 68 million in 
2015, largely due to Whistl ending 
its door-to-door delivery service).

While letter volumes have continued 
to decline, a trend in recent years 
has been the increase in parcel 
volumes2, driven by the increase in 
internet shopping. Postal operators 
have continued to invest in their 
parcel delivery networks. Firms 
have invested in new warehouses 
and distribution centres or installed 
new technologies to drive greater 
automation and allow for the more 

rapid tracking of packages and 
greater flexibility in delivery. In 
addition, some postal operators, 
including Royal Mail and TNT, have 
used mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A) over the past year to 
develop their parcels delivery 
businesses in the UK and abroad. 

We will publish further updated 
data on the UK postal market 
later in 2017 in our Annual 
Monitoring Update on the Postal 
Market. This will include letter 
and parcel volumes and revenues 
and data relating to Royal Mail 
efficiency and quality of service.

 In section 6.1 we look at selected 
developments in e-commerce 
and some of the innovations 
taking place in postal, and certain 
non-postal, delivery networks. 

In section 6.2 we discuss the 
letters market in further detail 
and note some of the M&A 
developments that have recently 
taken place in the postal sector.

We conclude this chapter with 
section 6.3, which examines how 
people in the UK use postal services.

6.1  Key market developments in 
post, delivery networks and  
online shopping

6.1.1  Key market developments in post

1 See for example Royal Mail 2016 http://www.royalmailgroup.com/sites/default/files/Royal%20Mail%20Full%20Year%202016-17%20Results%20Presentation.pdf
2 We do not report parcels data in this report; parcels data is reported in Ofcom’s Annual Monitoring Update on the Postal Market, https://www.ofcom.org.uk/postal-services/monitoring_reports
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1 See Royal Mail Plc Full Year 2016-17 Results – available from http://www.royalmailgroup.com/sites/default/files/Royal%20Mail%20Full%20Year%202016-17%20Results%20Presentation.pdf [accessed 22/6/2017]

Figure 6.1: UK postal services industry: key metrics

Source: Royal Mail Regulatory Financial Statements, Royal Mail Wholesale, Royal Mail Group Annual Reports, AA/WARC. 
Note: Royal Mail calendar year volume figures are derived from Ofcom calculations based on financial year figures in Royal Mail’s 
Regulatory Statements and unaudited submissions to Ofcom and are therefore not directly comparable with Royal Mail’s published 
accounts. Royal Mail figures relate to the ‘Reported Business’. *Earlier data are not comparable. Figures are adjusted for CPI (2016 prices)

UK postal services industry 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015* 2016

Addressed letter volumes 14.6bn 13.5bn 12.9bn 12.7bn 12.2bn 11.8bn

Addressed letter revenues (at 2016 prices) £4.4bn £4.4bn £4.3bn £4.3bn £4.3bn £4.2bn

Proportion of access in total mail 49% 54% 56% 56% 57% 60%

Letter volumes delivered by 
operators other than Royal Mail

9m 18m 56m 159m 68m 16m

Direct mail share of total advertising spend 11.4% 11.1% 10.9% 10.1% 9.3% 8.0%

UK consumers continue to rely on 
physical postal delivery networks to 
provide them with access to a range 
of goods and services. E-commerce 
continues to be seen as a driver 
of parcel volumes in the UK. In its 
2017 results, Royal Mail forecast 4% 
volume growth in the parcels market 
over the medium term, driven by 
growth in e-commerce.1 In response 
to the growth in parcel volumes, 
operators have been investing in 
new facilities and making greater 
use of automation, to enable them 
to offer more flexible delivery 

services to customers, improve 
tracking capabilities and reduce 
costs. The widespread adoption 
of smartphones and connectivity 
has also been a key enabler of the 
development of these delivery 
networks. For those operating the 
networks, they are allowing the co-
ordination of pick-ups and deliveries, 
and the use of GPS and algorithms 
to help determine routings. By 
equipping their delivery staff with 
smartphones or other connected 
devices, postal operators can use a 
single device to record delivery of 

tracked items in real time, allowing 
senders to quickly determine when 
their package has been delivered. 
For consumers, location-aware 
smartphone apps connected to 
online payment systems make it 
easier to access and book delivery 
of goods or take-aways, or arrange 
a pick-up, even at short notice. 

6.1.2 Online shopping and delivery in the UK 

Online activity continues to drive developments in e-commerce and delivery networks
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In recent years other, non-postal 
delivery networks have taken 
advantage of the widespread 
availability of connected devices. 
Many of these networks operate 
more on a point-to-point basis 
(i.e. collecting a package from 
a customer and delivering it 
straight to the recipient4) and/
or may specialise in the delivery 
of certain things, such as food. 

Our previous research, in late 2016, 
showed that a third of internet users 
in the UK had used their smartphone 
to order food from a restaurant or 
take-away.2 While these transactions 
are different from purchasing goods 
such as books, clothes, music and 
other physical durable products, 
some of these food orders will have 
been delivered to customers via 
point-to-point delivery networks such 
as those of Deliveroo or Just Eat. 

Although the delivery of food from 
restaurants requires a different 
type of network to a traditional 
postal network, in April 2017 New 
Zealand Post announced a trial 
to manage the delivery of fried 
chicken takeaway to customers in 
the city of Tauarnga3. As part of the 
trial the postal operator will use its 
technology platform to manage the 
deliveries, but the people making 
the deliveries will use their own 
transport and smartphones, rather 
than those of the postal operator. 

1  In contrast to postal networks which tend to operate on a ‘hub and spoke’ approach, requiring processes such as sorting
2 See 2016 International Communications Market Report 
3 See https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/04/chicken-run-new-zealand-post-will-start-delivering-kfc-to-beat-mail-slump

Figure 6.2: Frequency of purchasing products online

Thirty-eight per cent of internet 
users say that their online 
shopping for physical goods has 
increased in the past year. 

In 2017 almost a quarter (23%) 
of adult internet users said they 
bought a physical product online 
at least once a week, while 62% 

said that they made an online 
purchase about once a month 
or more often. Only 8% said that 
they never shopped online. 

Almost a quarter of internet users shop online at least once a week for goods

Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing 2017, fieldwork February 2017.
Base: nationally representative adults aged 16+: 2037 
Q4. How often do you purchase products online (including via your mobile)? (2017)
NB: changes in the survey methodology mean that a comparison to previous years is not available. 

23%

18%
21%

10%

16%

8%

4%

At least once a
week

About once every
2 weeks

About once a
month

About once every
2 months

Less than every 2
months

Never Don't know

Proportion of adults (%)
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1  Ofcom generally considers deliveries of items above 31.5kg to be ‘freight’ rather than ‘parcels’ as they require more than one operative to deliver in the absence of specialist equipment.
2 We note that retailers delivering their own items are not postal operators. 

Figure 6.3: Likelihood of online vs. in-store purchase

Half of our respondents said that 
they generally bought entertainment 
goods such as books, DVDs, CDs 
and video games online, while a 
further quarter said that they were 
equally likely to purchase these 
physical goods online as in a store. 
These types of products are typically 
likely to weigh less than 2kg. 

Only 12% said they purchased 
furniture online, perhaps reflecting 
most people’s desire to see the 
product before deciding to buy 
it. Whether they are bought 
online or in a store, large and 

heavy products such as furniture 
and kitchen appliances are often 
delivered to the customer’s 
home rather than transported 
by customers themselves. These 
deliveries may use parcel or freight 
carriers which deliver on behalf of 
multiple retailers1 or may use the 
retailers’ own delivery networks.2 

Ten per cent of respondents 
said they generally bought their 
groceries online, compared to 79% 
who said they generally purchased 
them in store. In the UK, several 
supermarkets offer a home delivery 

service, while food retailer Ocado is 
delivery-only and does not have a 
retail network. Amazon also offers 
grocery delivery via its Amazon 
Fresh service, using its own delivery 
network to selected locations in 
the UK. The time-critical nature of 
groceries, and the need to keep 
food refrigerated or frozen, places 
specific requirements on the 
delivery network used, meaning 
that the delivery networks for 
these may differ from networks 
used to deliver non-perishable, 
less time-critical items. 

People are most likely to buy books, DVDs, CDs and video games online

Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing 2017, fieldwork February 2017.
Base: nationally representative adults aged 16+: 2037 
Q3. Which of the following do you generally buy online (including via your mobile), and which do you generally buy in-store?
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Several companies are developing 
or trialling new technologies for 
parcel delivery in the UK and 
abroad. While many of these are 
currently in the pilot or prototype 
stage, they indicate the way in 
which delivery networks may 
develop over the coming years 
to create more agile, faster and 
cheaper delivery services. By 
adopting these new automated 
and autonomous technologies, 
operators of delivery networks 
hope to reduce the cost of 
delivery (by reducing labour costs) 
while also allowing for faster 
response times (for example 
delivery of products from a 
local area within 30 minutes). 

As trials and pilots are launched 
around the world, policy makers 
are considering how these new 
technologies may be promoted 
and regulated. For example, 
from December 2016 to March 
2017 the UK Government held 
a consultation on the future 
regulation of autonomous vehicles 
(drones)1 and noted how drones 
may play a part in delivery to 
remote areas2. In the US, certain 
states are currently considering 
how to regulate autonomous 
delivery vehicles which share 
pavements with people. 

Amazon launched its pilot Amazon 
Prime drone delivery service in 
Cambridgeshire in December 2016. 

Launching with two clients, 
the service can deliver items 
weighing up to 2.6kg. 

Hermes announced a trial of 
autonomous delivery vehicles in 
Southwark in April 2017. Using 
Starship Technologies’ pavement-
based delivery robots, which can 
carry up to 10kg of parcels within 
two miles of the control base, 
Hermes customers will be able to 
use the robots for parcel pick-
up within a 30-minute window. 
Elsewhere in London, Starship 
Technologies started trialling its 
delivery robots on the Greenwich 
peninsula in 2016, working with 
Just Eat to deliver takeaway food. 
Tesco has also carried out a one-off 
trial in 2017 using Starship’s robots. 

Delivery drones (sometimes called ‘unmanned arial 
vehicles’ – UAVs) are piloted remotely or navigate 
autonomously using GPS. Current delivery drones can 
carry payloads of up to several kilos. While some delivery 
drones (such as those used in Africa to deliver medical 
supplies) are shaped like small planes, others, especially 
those used for deliveries in urban areas, have multiple 
rotors to allow them to take off and land vertically, to 
deliver goods as close as possible to the end customer.

Delivery robots collect or deliver small items over 
distances of up to a few miles. By travelling on 
pavements, they avoid traffic jams faced by on-road 
vehicles, and also avoid the need to send a person 
out to make a delivery or collection. They use GPS 
and sensors to navigate and avoid obstacles for 
themselves, though they may also be remotely 
monitored by an operator via the robot’s data link. 

Drones and autonomous vehicles are being trialled by some operators in the UK

What are delivery drones and delivery robots?

1  See Unlocking the UK’s High tech Economy: Consultation on the Safe use of Drones in the UK https://www.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/579562/consultation-on-the-safe-use-of-drones.pdf 

2  Ibid, paragraph 2.3

36000 29145

Mrs. Lucky 
17 Rotor Heights
Ayrshire
DR0 N3
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When asked by YouGov in February 
2017, 43% of internet users said 
that they had at some point not 
ordered a product because of 
concerns about its delivery. 

In line with previous years, for 
the majority (53%) of these users, 
the reason was concern about 
the cost of delivery. The second 
most frequently cited concern, as 
in 2016, was that delivery would 
not happen soon enough (42%). 

Fewer people cited ‘inability 
to arrange a suitable delivery 
time’ (22% in 2016 vs. 17% in 
2017) or ‘inability to arrange a 
suitable delivery location’ (13% 
in 2016 vs. 9% in 2017). 

Price is still consumers’ main concern 

Figure 6.4: Reasons for not completing an order

Note: Three options were asked in 2016 for the first time and have no 2015 comparison.
Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing surveys, fieldwork February 2017, March 2016, March 2015
Base: All adults aged 16+ who have not ordered a product due to delivery concerns, 2017: 907, 2016: 842, 2015: 937
Q20: Why did your concerns regarding delivery stop you from ordering the product? Please choose all that apply.
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More than eight in ten (81%) people 
have had online purchases delivered 
to their home, while around half 
(49%) have used a click-and-collect 

service to pick up their order in a 
store. Twelve per cent said they 
had had a purchase delivered 
to a parcel shop, 11% to a post 

office, and 6% said they had had a 
delivery made to a parcel locker. 

About half of consumers have used a click-and-collect service, but most people prefer
home delivery

Figure 6.5: Use of delivery options for online purchases

Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing 2017, fieldwork February 2017
Q21. Thinking again about shopping online (including via your mobile) and the delivery of your purchases, which, if any, of the following 
have you used?
Base: Adults 16+, n=2037

6

1
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11
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17

23
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Don't know
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When asked about their preferred 
delivery location, 70% chose home 
delivery, compared to 13% for 
click-and-collect, the second most 
popular option. Preference for home 
delivery was lowest among the 
25-39 age group (60%) and highest 
among the over-54s (77%). Among 
those who preferred home delivery, 
76% said it was most convenient 
for them, while 46% said that it was 
perfect for large/heavy deliveries. 

Among those who preferred to 
use click-and-collect, 70% said 
their main reason was so that they 
could pick up the item at a time 
convenient to them, while 51% said 
it was to avoid delivery charges. 

Given the convenience of home 
delivery, some postal operators have 
launched services to reduce the 
incidence of missed home deliveries. 
For example, Royal Mail’s Delivery to 
Neighbour scheme1 allows recipients 

to nominate a neighbour to receive 
a package when the addressee is 
not at home, saving them the need 
to rearrange delivery or visit the 
delivery office. Alternatively, people 
can request that their delivery is 
made to a designated Safeplace.2 

Figure 6.6: Preferred method of delivery when shopping online

Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing 2017, fieldwork February 2017.
Base: nationally representative adults aged 16+, 2017: 2037. ‘Don’t know’ (6%) responses not shown
q_16. Now thinking about shopping online (including via your mobile) and the delivery of your purchases, in general which of the 
following do you prefer?

1  See http://www.royalmail.com/personal/receiving-mail/delivery-to-neighbour 
2  See http://www.royalmail.com/corporate/sending-receiving/uk/safeplace

Preferred method of delivery when shopping online

L

POST OFFICE

Deliver to 
Post Office 1%

Deliver to 
work 4%

Home
delivery 70%Other 1%

Deliver to friend/
rela�ve’s home 3%

Deliver to
parcel locker 2%

Deliver to
parcel shop 1%Click and

Collect 13% shop
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Between 2016 and 2017, awareness 
of same-day delivery rose from 
69% to 76%, while awareness of 
within-hour delivery rose from 38% 
to 43%. Awareness of next-day 
delivery remained static, at nine in 
ten people, and awareness of Sunday 
delivery increased from 58% to 65%. 
This increased awareness of these 
options may explain the decline in 
the numbers of people who cited 
‘inability to arrange a delivery time’ 
as a reason for not making an order. 

More than half (55%) of adults have 
used next day delivery, 14% have 
used same-day delivery, and 4% 
have used within-the-hour delivery.

Consumer expectations of speed of 
delivery have remained stable. As in 
2016, half (51%) of people responded 
‘between one and three days’ when 
asked how long they would expect 
to wait for delivery of an online 
purchase that was not a large piece 
of furniture or an appliance. 

While next-day delivery is available 
across the UK (except for some 
remote rural areas), same-day and 
within-the-hour delivery is generally 
available only in selected parts of 
the country close to major cities. 
Those retailers that offer same-day 
and within-the-hour delivery may 
only offer a select product range1 
eligible for faster delivery options, 
given that warehouses may need 
to be closer to the end-customer. 
For example, the Amazon Prime 
Now two-hour delivery service is 
available in nine cities in the UK, 
with a one-hour service available 
to certain postcodes within these 
areas. In order to support its delivery 
services, Amazon is building four 
new fulfilment centres around the 
UK, to serve a planned 15 centres 
by the end of 2017.2 In June 2017, 
Tesco launched a one-hour delivery 
service of its own, Tesco Now, which 
offers a selected range of products 
delivered via courier to selected 
parts of central and inner London.3

This follows on from the summer 
2016 launch of the Sainsbury’s Chop 
Chop app which allows users in some 
parts of central and south London to 
have up to 25 grocery items delivered 
to them within the hour by bicycle.4 

The relatively limited use of same-
day and within-the-hour delivery may 
also reflect consumers’ unwillingness 
to pay a premium for delivery. When 
asked, 16% of adults said that that 
they would be prepared to pay for 
faster delivery. Those aged between 
16-24 were more likely to say they 
would be prepared to pay extra (30%) 
while over-54s were least likely to say 
this (10%). Amazon Prime Now offers 
free two-hour delivery for Amazon 
Prime subscribers, but customers in 
some postcodes can choose to pay 
£6.99 for within-the-hour delivery. 

People are more aware of faster delivery options than they were in 2016 - but only a 
small minority have used Sunday delivery, same-day or within-the-hour services

1  Amazon Prime Now offers a selection of around 20000 products from the Amazon product range in the UK https://primenow.
amazon.co.uk/onboard?sourceUrl=%2Flearn-more%2Fref%3Dpn_dl_1_prime-now-learn-more 

2  http://uk.reuters.com/article/brief-amazon-to-create-1200-uk-jobs-with-idUKL8N1HZ40M
3  See http://postandparcel.info/80111/news/tesco-reportedly-testing-one-hour-delivery-app/ 
4  See: http://chopchopapp.co.uk/ 
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Figure 6.7: Use of faster or Sunday delivery options

Source: YouGov Reports, Innovations in Retailing 2017, fieldwork February 2017.
Base: nationally representative adults aged 16+, 2017 n=2037.
Q24: Have you ever used, or would you be interested in using, same-day delivery, within-the-hour delivery, Sunday delivery, and/or next-
day delivery?

Proportion of adults (%)
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19% 14%

55%49%

45% 53%
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This section 
explores some of 

the developments 
and trends in the 

UK postal sector. 

It includes information on volumes, 
revenues, access and end-to-end 
competition in the letters market, 
and letter and parcel prices for 
Royal Mail’s products. It also gives 
a brief overview of the reasons 
why letter mail is used and how 
this is changing over time. 

6.2  The postal industry

6.2.1  Introduction

While postal operators are 
deploying new technology to drive 
efficiencies and promote organic 
growth, companies in the sector 
are also using M&A to develop their 
businesses. FedEx’s acquisition of 
TNT in 2016 for €4.4bn (£3.4bn) 
was one of the largest and highest 
profile deals in the sector. 

In December 2016 DHL completed 
its £243m acquisition of UK Mail. 

This deal gives DHL’s UK 
parcels business greater scale 
and access to UK Mail’s new 
facilities, including its Coventry 
hub, which opened in 2015. 

Royal Mail Group has used 
acquisitions to build its presence 
in international parcels markets. 
In April 2017 its international 
parcels and logistics division, GLS, 
acquired regional US overnight 

parcels operator Postal Express 
for £10.6m, increasing the group’s 
exposure to the US market. This 
built on its October 2016 purchase 
of Golden State Overnight Delivery, 
another US regional overnight 
parcels operator. These are the 
most recent of a number of 
acquisitions Royal Mail has made 
in the past two years to support its 
delivery and growth ambitions. 

Between 2015 and 2016 total 
addressed letter volumes declined 
by 4% to 11.8 billion items. 
This decline was driven by a 9% 
decline in Royal Mail’s end-to-
end letter volume, to 4.7 billion 
items, which accounted for 40% 
of total letter volumes in 2016. 

In contrast, the total number of 
addressed letter items passing 
through access operators1 for 
delivery by Royal Mail was stable 
year on year, at 7.1 billion items, 
accounting for 60% of letter 
volumes in 2016, compared to 
57% in 2015, continuing the trend 

towards access mail. The overall 
decline in letter volumes reflects 
both continued digital substitution 
(e.g. paperless billing and online 
banking), and macroeconomic 
conditions, which are likely to affect 
marketing and other discretionary 
mail volumes sent by businesses.

6.2.2 Industry developments

Operators with a presence in the UK are using M&A to 
build scale and diversify their businesses

6.2.3 Addressed letter volumes

Total addressed letters volumes fell by 4% between 2015 and 
2016, but access letter volumes remained stable

1  Access competition is where the collection and sortation is handled by an alternative operator which then transports it to Royal Mail’s inward mail centres. From there, Royal 
Mail delivers the mail to the intended recipient. Royal Mail is subject to a regulatory condition requiring it to offer access to other operators for letters and large letters at its 
inward mail centres. This enables other operators to offer letter postal services to business customers without the need to establish a national delivery network.
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1  These smaller operators may sometimes collect all outgoing letters from a business and use their own network to deliver local letters, while posting the business’ 
out of area via Royal Mail’s end to end network. Some of the larger operators with end to end volumes are also Royal Mail access customers. 

2  See http://www.royalmail.com/business/services/sending/efficiency/collection-services 

The number of letters collected and 
delivered by competitor operators 
which do not use Royal Mail’s 
network (other operator end-to-
end) fell to 16 million items in 2016, 
accounting for 0.1% of total letter 
volumes. The decline reflects Whistl 
stopping its end-to-end letters 
delivery service in mid-2015. 

These operators are predominantly 
small operators serving defined 
geographic areas, some of whom 
combine their letters delivery 
business with other activities. The 
majority of the operators from 
whom we collect data reported 
end-to-end volumes of less than 
half a million items in 2016. 

These geographically-focused 
businesses compete with Royal 
Mail on the price for letters delivery 
within the local area. They may also 
offer other value-added services, 
such as mail collection from 
business premises, as standard for 
their customers1, while Royal Mail 
charges for this service if a firm 
spends less than £15,000 annually2. 

Figure 6.8: Addressed letter volumes: 2011 to 2016

Source: Royal Mail Regulatory Financial Statements, operator returns to Ofcom, Ofcom estimates. NB: From 2015 we have changed the 
way we categorise certain letters products. Earlier data are not comparable. 
Royal Mail calendar year volume figures are derived from Ofcom calculations based on financial year figures in Royal Mail’s Regulatory 
Statements and unaudited submissions to Ofcom and are therefore not directly comparable with Royal Mail’s published accounts. 
Royal Mail figures relate to the ‘Reported Business’. *Royal Mail end-to-end is an Ofcom calculation and refers to Royal Mail total letters 
volumes excepting access. Royal Mail access volumes are as per its Regulatory Financial Statements and include a small amount of 
parcels. The effect of this is that Royal Mail’s access volumes are slightly overstated and its end-to-end volumes are slightly understated. 
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Addressed letter revenues 
declined by 3% in real terms to 
£4.2bn in 2016. Overall, Royal 
Mail continues to account for 
the vast majority of overall letter 
revenues (96%). Within this, Royal 
Mail end-to-end revenues fell by 
4% to £2.5bn, while its revenues 
from access mail (approximately 

£1.5bn) were stable year on year, 
falling just 0.2% in real terms. 

Access operators generated revenue 
of £160m in 2016, a decrease of 8% 
in real terms since 2015, reflecting 
competition between operators 
in the letters market. In response, 
some access operators appear 

to be shifting their focus towards 
large letters and parcels products. 
Other end-to-end operators 
generated £8m in addressed 
letter revenues in the same year, 
a decline of £4m year on year 
(again reflecting Whistl ending its 
end-to-end delivery service).

6.2.4 Addressed letter revenues

Addressed letter revenues fell by 3% in real terms between 2015 and 2016

Figure 6.9: Addressed letter revenues: 2011 to 2016

Source: Royal Mail Regulatory Financial Statements, operator returns to Ofcom, Ofcom estimates. 
NB: From 2015 we have changed the way we categorise certain letters products. Earlier data are not comparable.
Royal Mail calendar year revenue figures are derived from Ofcom calculations based on financial year figures in Royal Mail’s Regulatory 
Statements and unaudited submissions to Ofcom and are therefore not directly comparable with Royal Mail’s published accounts. Royal 
Mail figures relate to the “Reported Business”. *Royal Mail end-to-end is an Ofcom calculation and refers to Royal Mail total letters 
revenues excepting access. Royal Mail access revenues are as per its Regulatory Financial Statements and include a small amount of 
parcels. The effect of this is that Royal Mail’s access revenues are slightly overstated and its end-to-end revenues are slightly understated. 
Earlier data are not comparable. Figures are adjusted for CPI (2016 prices). 
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Since March 2017 a domestic 
First Class letter has cost 65p to 
send, its Second Class equivalent 
56p. Large letters weighing up to 
100g cost 98p for First Class and 
76p for Second Class, following 
nominal price increases of 1-2 
pence for these products. 

In real terms, however, between 
2016 and 2017 the price of 
sending a letter was either flat 
year on year, or down by 1%, as 
headline price increases were 
below the rate of inflation. 

This real-terms price stability 
has followed a steady real-terms 
increase in the cost of sending a 
letter between 2008 and 2012: in 
2017 it is 47% (first class) and 69% 
(second class) more expensive to 
send a letter than it was in 2008.

6.2.5 Letter and parcel single-piece prices

The cost of sending a letter has been flat in real terms over the past year

Figure 6.10: First and Second Class single-piece stamp prices, adjusted for inflation: 2007 to 2017

Source: Royal Mail. Figures are adjusted for CPI and reflect prices at March 2017 levels. Prices refer to Royal Mail First and Second Class 
Standard and Large Letter list prices for letters up to 100g.
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The price of sending a 1kg small or 
medium parcel fell by approximately 
1-2%, (depending on the size of the 
parcel and where it was bought1) 
between 2016 and 2017, following 
below-inflation nominal price rises or, 

in the case of a 1kg medium parcel 
bought at a Post Office or online, no 
nominal year-on-year price increase, 
with headline prices remaining at 
£5.70 and £5.65 respectively. 

Pricing trends for parcels reflects the 
level of competition in the parcels 
sector; postal users can choose 
from a range of operators for the 
delivery of parcels in the UK.

The price of sending a parcel fell in real terms between 2016 and 2017

1  Real-terms YoY price changes varies from -2.2% for 1kg First Class medium parcels (both bought at a post office and online) to 
-0.5% for a 1kg Second Class small parcel bought at a post office. NB: prices adjusted for March 2017 levels.

Figure 6.11: Royal Mail First and Second Class small and medium parcel prices, adjusted for inflation: 2013 to 2017

Source: Royal Mail. Figures are adjusted for CPI and reflect prices at March 2017 levels. Prices refer to Small Parcels (up to 45cm x 35cm 
x16cm) weighing up to 1kg and Medium Parcels (up to 61cmx46cmx46cm) weighing up to 1kg.  
*Note: In 2016, Royal Mail introduced a different price for parcel postage bought online rather than in-store. Dashed line shows online 
prices.
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The proportion of letter revenue by 
type continues to be stable. Business 
mail, which is primarily made up 
of transactional mail such as bills 
or statements, accounts for nearly 
half (48%) of all letter revenue. 

Marketing mail, which includes 
addressed advertising, accounts 
for 25% of all letter revenue. 

Social mail, which is made up of 
letters sent between consumers, 

makes up just under one tenth 
(9%) of revenue. As social mail is 
generally sent with stamps, which 
cost more per item than bulk 
mail, it would make up a smaller 
proportion of total mail by volume.

6.2.6 Uses of mail in industry

Almost three-quarters of letter revenue comes from business and marketing mail,  
and less than a tenth from personal letters

Figure 6.12: Letter revenue, by type of mail: 2013-14 to 2016-17

Source: Royal Mail plc, full year 2015-16 results, Royal Mail plc, full year 2014-15 results, and Royal Mail plc, full year 2013-14 results. 
Note: relates to Royal Mail revenue and not the total market, so accounts for c.95% of total revenue
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As part of Ofcom’s Business 
Postal Tracker survey, small and 
medium businesses were asked 
whether their mailing habits had 
changed in the past 12 months. 

Nine in ten businesses (93%) who 
used Royal Mail services said they 
had made no changes to their mail 
practices, while 4% said that they 
had moved from higher-cost to 

lower-cost Royal Mail products for 
at least some of their post volumes. 
Only 1% of respondents said they 
had switched away from Royal 
Mail to another service provider.

Nine in ten businesses have not changed their mail practices in the past year

Figure 6.13: Businesses’ changes in mail practices over the past year

Source: Ofcom SME Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All respondents using Royal Mail (n=1951)
QV7a: In the last 12 months, has your organisation…
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UK direct mail advertising 
expenditure (which includes 
elements of postal and production 
expenditure) fell by 11% in real 
terms to £1.8bn in 2017, accounting 
for 8% of total UK advertising 
expenditure. Despite a single year 
of real-terms growth between 2014 
and 2015, direct mail expenditure 
has fallen by 17% in real terms 
since 2011, and direct mail’s share 
of advertising spend has also 
declined over this period, by 30%.

This long-term decline reflects 
structural issues such as the 
migration of advertising expenditure 
to other media, in particular to 
online advertising formats. Short-
term issues such as business 
confidence are also likely to affect 
direct mail expenditure and may 
explain the magnitude of the 
decline between 2015 and 20161. 
Looking at individual advertising 
sectors, data from Nielsen/WARC 
show that the mail order sector, 

the government/ social/ political 
sector and the financial services 
sector accounted for 23%, 19% and 
16% respectively of headline direct 
mail expenditure.2 While mail order 
expenditure fell by 2% in real terms 
year on year, expenditure in the 
government/ social/ political sector 
fell by 16% and expenditure in the 
financial services sector fell by 20%. 

Direct mail advertising expenditure fell by 11% in real terms between 2016 and 2017

Figure 6.14: Direct mail expenditure and proportion of total advertising expenditure

Source: AA/WARC Advertising Expenditure report. Figures have been adjusted for CPI by Ofcom and reflected 2016 prices.

1  In its 2016-17 results presentation, Royal Mail noted a correlation between marketing mail volumes and business confidence.
2 NB: due to differences in methodology these figures are not directly comparable to the £1713m overall expenditure figure.
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This section presents 
some of the highlights 

of Ofcom’s research 
into consumers’ use 

of, and attitudes 
towards, postal 

services in the UK. 

The data presented here are 
sourced primarily from Ofcom’s 
Residential Postal Tracker which 
has been running since July 
2012. Due to changes to the 
methodology and questionnaire, 
the data are not directly 
comparable to previous years.

6.3  People’s use of post

6.3.1  Introduction

Adults were asked how many items 
of seven different types of post they 
had sent in the previous month. 

On average, they had sent 3.3 
invitations/ greetings cards/ 
postcards, 1.4 smaller parcels 
(parcels that will fit through a 

letterbox) and 1.3 formal letters 
to organisations or individuals. For 
each of the other four types of post, 
they had sent less than one item.

6.3.2 Sending and receiving post

Adults sent more than three invitations/greetings cards/postcards on average in the previous month

Figure 6.15: Approximate number of postal items sent in the previous month

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QD1: Approximately how many of the following have you sent in the last month (including international post and Freepost)
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Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QD4: And in total, how much would you say you’ve spent on postage in the last month, including all letters, cards and parcels?
Note: Chart does not include the 6% of respondents who answered that they didn’t know or would prefer not to say.

When asked about how much 
they had spent on postage in the 
previous month, four in five people 
(81%) gave a value of £20 or less. 
A higher proportion of over-75s 
(85%) gave this response. 

One in five people (18%) reported 
they had spent up to £1. This 
was higher among 16-24s (27%) 
and lower among 65-74s (13%). 
Less than one in ten (7%) said 
they had spent more than £30. 

This was less likely among both 
16-24s (4%) and over-74s (2%). 

Four in five people spent up to £20 in the previous month on postage

Figure 6.16: Approximate amount spent on postage in the previous month
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Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QE1: Approximately how many of the following have you personally received in the last week?

Adults were also asked how many 
items of each of seven postal types 
they had received in the past week. 

On average, they had received 2.2 
formal letters, 1.6 bills/ invoices/ 
statements and 1.1 smaller parcels. 

For each of the other four items 
asked about, they had received 
on average less than one item.

Adults in the UK received an average of more than two formal letters in the previous week

Figure 6.17: Approximate number of postal items received in the previous week
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Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: Adults who received a parcel(s) in the past month (n = 3433 16+, 414 16-24, 1131 25-44, 1186 45-64, 472 65-74, 230 75+)
QE5: Thinking of the parcel(s) that you have received in the last month, which of these companies delivered the parcel(s).

Adults who had received one or 
more parcels in the past month were 
provided with a list of companies 
and asked from which of these 
they had received a parcel delivery. 

More than eight in ten (83%) said 
that Royal Mail had delivered a 
parcel(s) to them, while just over a 
quarter (27%) had received one or 
more from Hermes. A further five 

companies had delivered a parcel(s) 
to between 10% and 20% of those 
who had received one: Yodel (19%), 
Amazon Logistics (17%), DPD (16%), 
Parcelforce (13%) and DHL (12%).

For most adults who received a parcel in the previous month, at least one was delivered by 
Royal Mail

Figure 6.18: Companies delivering parcels to consumers in the previous month
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People were asked about what types 
of communication, if any, they are 
using more than post, compared 
to two years ago. More than six in 
ten (65%) adults said that they are 
using email more, followed by text 
messaging/ SMS (40%) and mobile 
phone calls (39%). Fifteen per cent 
of adults said that they weren’t 
using any form of communication 
in particular more at the expense 
of post; this ranged from 6% of 
16-24s to 28% of over-75s.

Compared to the overall adult 
population, 16-24s are more 
likely than average to have 
increased their use of each of the 
alternative types of communication, 
apart from landline calls. 

This difference is greatest for social 
networking websites/ apps (47% 
vs. 27%) and instant messaging 
(47% vs. 26%). Conversely, 
over-75s are less likely to have 
increased their use of each of 
the communication methods, 
again, apart from landline calls.

Once again the difference is greatest 
for social networking websites/ 
apps (8% vs. 27%) and instant 
messaging (6% vs. 26%), alongside 
text messaging/ SMS (23% vs. 40%).

Adults were also asked whether 
they were sending more, less, or the 
same amount of eight types of post, 
compared to two years ago. Four 
in ten are sending fewer payments 
for bills/ invoices/ statements 
(39%) and personal letters (38%). 
More than three in ten are sending 
fewer formal letters (34%) and 
30% are sending fewer invitations/ 
greetings cards/ postcards. Around 
one in five are sending fewer larger 
parcels (22%), smaller parcels 
(21%), items requiring a signature 
(19%) and tracked post (17%). 

For each of the eight types of 
post asked about, the percentage 
of people claiming to be sending 
more of this item compared to 
two years ago is significantly 
lower than those claiming to send 
less, apart from tracked post. 
Sixteen per cent of adults are 
sending more of this, while 17% 
are sending less. For each of the 
other types of post, the percentage 
sending more than they were two 
years ago is lower than 15%. 

More than six in ten adults say they are using email more instead of post, compared to two 
years ago

30% of people in the UK 
are sending fewer 

invita�ons / gree�ngs 
cards / postcards than 

two years ago

39%
of people in the UK are 
sending fewer payments 
for bills, invoices, and 
statements by post than 
two years ago
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Figure 6.19: Communication types used more than post, compared to two years ago

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QD13: Which, if any, of these types of communication are you now using more instead of post, compared to two years ago?
Note: 15% answered ‘none in particular’, and 2% answered ‘other’ or ‘don’t know’.
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Adults were asked to give their 
best guess as to what a First Class 
stamp cost when they took part in 
the survey. The average response 
was 88p, demonstrating that 
people generally overestimate 
the cost of this type of stamp. 

The price of a first-class stamp rose 
from 63p to 64p in March 2016, and 
in March 2017 rose again to 65p.

People aged 16-24 gave an 
average response of £1.06, 
while for 25-44s this was 96p. 

The average for 45-64s was 
80p, with 65-74s giving an 
average response of 75p, 
and over-75s saying 73p.

6.3.3 Awareness of and attitudes to postal services

People in the UK tend to overestimate the cost of a First Class stamp

Figure 6.20: Estimated price of a First Class stamp

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QF2: Giving your best guess, how much do you think a 1st class stamp costs today?
*Note: The price rose from £0.63 to £0.64 at the end of March 2016. The price has subsequently risen again to £0.65 in March 2017.
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Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QF3: Giving your best guess, how much do you think a 2nd class stamp costs today? 
*Note: The price rose from £0.54 to £0.55 at the end of March 2016. The price has subsequently risen again to £0.56 in March 2017.

Adults were also asked to guess 
what a Second Class stamp cost. 
The average response was 67p; 
again, this is higher than the actual 
cost of this type of stamp. 

The price of a Second Class stamp 
rose from 54p to 55p in March 2016, 
and in March 2017 rose again to 56p.

People aged 16-24 gave an average 
response of 75p, while for 25-44s 
the average response was 72p. 
For 45-64s it was 61p, with 65-74s 
giving an average response of 60p 
and over-75s also saying 61p.

The cost of a Second Class stamp also tends to be overestimated

Figure 6.21: Estimated price of a Second Class stamp
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Having been told the correct 
price, more than six in ten (64%) 
adults said the cost of a First Class 

stamp represented ‘very good’ or 
‘fairly good’ value for money. 

Satisfaction is higher among 25-
44s (68%) and lower among 65-
74s (58%) and over-74s (57%). 

More than six in ten adults think First Class stamps are good value for money

Figure 6.22: Perception of value for money for First Class stamps

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QF4: A 1st class stamp currently costs 63p/64p*. How would you rate Royal Mail’s 1st class service in terms of value for money? 
*Note: The price rose from 63p to 64p at the end of March 2016. The price has subsequently risen again to 65p in March 2017.
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After being told the correct price of 
a Second Class stamp, more than 
half (56%) of adults said the cost 

represented ‘very good’ or ‘fairly 
good’ value for money. This is lower 
than the proportion of those satisfied 

with the value for money of a First 
Class stamp (64%). Satisfaction 
is lower among 65-74s (52%).

More than half of adults feel Second Class stamps are good value for money

Figure 6.23: Perception of value for money of Second Class stamps

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QF5: A 2nd class stamp currently costs 54p/55p. How would you rate Royal Mail’s 2nd class service in terms of value for money?
* Note: The price rose from 54p to 55p at the end of March 2016. The price has subsequently risen again to 56p in March 2017.
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Half of adults (51%) mostly send 
letters and cards First Class. This is 
more likely among 25-44s (59%) 
and less likely among 65-74s (39%) 
and over-74s (34%). Just over a 
quarter (28%) reported that they 
used First Class all the time; again, 
this is more likely among 25-44s 
(34%) and less likely among 65-
74s (19%) and over-74s (17%). 

More than a quarter of people (28%) 
mostly send letters and cards Second 
Class. This is less likely among 16-24s 
and 25-44s (both 20%) and more 
likely among 65-74s (39%) and over-
74s (34%). Six per cent said that they 
used Second Class all the time; again, 
this is lower among 16-24s (3%) 
and 25-44s (4%), and higher among 
65-74s (9%) and over-74s (11%).

Among those who said they used 
First Class postage all or most of 
the time, more than seven in ten 
(72%) said it was because of the 
speed of delivery. The next highest 
answer was value for money (19%). 
Around one in ten said that it was 
because of the stamps they had 
to hand (12%), because the items 
sent would reach their destination 
intact (11%) and because of 
the value of the item (11%). 

Half of adults mostly send letters and cards First Class

Figure 6.24: Service used when sending letters or cards

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2015 
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QF7: When sending letters or cards, which service do you tend to use?
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Overall, nearly nine in ten (88%) 
adults agree that they value the 
option to be able to use the postal 
service. This is lower among 16-
24s (82%) and 25-44s (85%), and 
higher among 45-64s (91%), 65-74s 
(93%) and over-74s (97%). On the 
other hand, around a third (32%) 
agree that they only use post 
when there is no alternative. 

This is more likely among 16-24s 
(42%) and 25-44s (37%), and less 
likely among 45-64s (29%), 65-
74s (23%) and over-74s (25%).

Around six in ten (62%) say that they 
would feel cut off from society if they 
couldn’t send or receive post. This 
is less likely among younger people, 
and more likely among older people. 

A similar proportion (60%) say that 
they prefer to send email rather 
than letters whenever possible. This 
is higher among younger people 
and lower among older people.

Meanwhile, 71% trust Second 
Class post to get to its destination 
in a reasonable timeframe. Half 
(49%) say that they now send fewer 
letters by post, due to the cost.

Attitudes towards post vary by age

Figure 6.25: Attitudes to post among adults in the UK: agreement with proposed statements

Source: Ofcom Residential Postal Tracker 2016
Base: All adults (n = 6419 16+, 804 16-24, 1966 25-44, 2166 45-64, 945 65-74, 538 75+)
QC3: Agreement with attitudinal statement…

Adults 
16+

16-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75+

I value the option to be able to 
use the postal service

88% 82% 85% 91% 93% 97%

I prefer to send emails rather than 
letters whenever possible

60% 75% 69% 55% 46% 41%

I prefer to send letters and emails to 
companies rather than make a phone 
call, so that I have a written record

66% 61% 66% 67% 67% 63%

I only use post if there is no alternative 32% 42% 37% 29% 23% 25%

I would feel cut off from society if I 
couldn't send or receive post

62% 48% 57% 65% 73% 78%

I only use post to send greetings cards 32% 34% 31% 31% 33% 34%

I send fewer letters by post now due to the cost 49% 48% 46% 50% 55% 53%

I trust second class post to get there 
in a reasonable timeframe

71% 69% 67% 74% 70% 80%




